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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a = (a,, . . . . M,) be a sequence of positive integers. An a-graph (resp. 
a set system of type a, resp., a hypergraph of type a) is a pair (X, a), where 
X is a nonempty set, the set of vertices, 
8: [IX]’ + cli for 0 < i < a is the edge-mapping. 
(As usual, [Xl’ denotes the set of i-element subsets of X and positive 
integers are identified with the sets of their predecessors, e.g., k = 
(0, . . . . k - 1 }, which is the ordinal notation). 
The intended interpretation is that b(A) gives the multiplicity of the edge 
A. In particular, I(A)=0 indicates the absence of the edge A. Note that 
ordinary graphs are just (1,2)-graphs in the sense defined above. 
Additionally, we always assume that vertex sets are ordered by some 
total order which is fixed but, for convenience, never mentioned explicitly. 
So, actually, we consider ordered u-graphs and this is the usual concept 
with respect to Ramsey type results. For a discussion compare [2, 33. 
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An embedding between u-graphs (X, 8) and (2,6) is given by an order 
preserving injection f : X -+ 8 satisfying 
of) = &f(4) for all A E [X] ‘O. 
For YE X the a-graph spanned by Y is (Y, d 1 [Y] &“). 
Capital letters F, G, H denote a-graphs. The binomial coefficient (2) 
denotes the set of subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to H. 
An or-graph (X, 8) is irreducible if for any two distinct vertices y, z E X 
there exists A E [X] GO containing y and z and such that 8(A)>O. 
Intuitively: any two vertices are joined by an edge. E.g., with respect to 
ordinary graphs cliques are the only irreducible ones. 
If 9 is a set of a-graphs we denote by Forb(S) the set of all finite 
a-graphs not containing any subgraph isomorphic to a member of 9, i.e., 
Forb(S) = G ) G is u-graph and 
G 
0 
H = 0 for every HE 9 
The following Ramsey theorem has been proved in NeSetiil and Rod1 
c2, 33. 
THEOREM (restricted Ramsey theorem for u-graphs). Let 9 be a set of 
irreducible a-graphs. Then, for all G, HE Forb(9) and every positive integer 
r there exists an FE Forb(S) satisfying F-r (G)r, meaning that for every 
r-coloring A : (i) + r there exists some G c (,“) such that A 1 (E) is a con- 
stant coloring. 
With respect to 9 = @ this has been proved, independently, in Abram- 
son and Harrington [ 11. The original proofs are quite involved and con- 
ceptually not that easy to understand, even in the case of ordinary graphs. 
It is the aim of this paper to give a short and simple proof for the restricted 
Ramsey theorem for a-graphs. This applies especially to ordinary graphs. 
In Section 2 we explain the concept of left-rectified partite a-graphs and 
prove a simple result about these graphs. In Section 3 we define the 
*,-amalgamation of left-rectified partite a-graphs. In Section 4 we prove 
the restricted Ramsey theorem with respect to % = @ and Section 5 
contains a proof of the final result. 
2. LEFT-RECTIFIED PARTITE a-GRAPHS 
A pair (WvL,, 6’) is an m-partite a-graph if (U, <,,, X,, 8) is an 
u-graph such that b(A) = @ whenever IA n X,1 3 2 for some v cm. We 
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always assume that the sets XV are nonempty and mutually disjoint. The 
tacit order on X, then, is such that X,, < X, < . . < X,+ r. 
The sets X, are the coordinates of ((X,), < m, 8). For A c lJ, < m X, we let 
sh(A) = {v < m 1 A n X, # @a> be the shadow of A. We say that A is crossing 
if Ish( = (Al. In particular, the m-partite u-graph ((XV),,,, 8) itself is 
crossing if IX,] = 1 for every v < m. 
Observe that every a-graph (X, 6’) can be viewed as a crossing IXI-par- 
tite u-graph. In particular, every irreducible u-graph is necessarily crossing. 
The m-partite u-graph ((X,), < m, 8) is left-rectified if B(A) = b(B) when- 
ever sh(A) = sh(B) and max A = max B, i.e., A n X,,, s,,caj = B n X,,, shcBJ, 
according to our assumption that the tacit order satisfies 
x,<x, < . . . < X, _ , . Note also that every crossing graph is, trivially, left- 
rectified. 
An embedding between partite u-graphs ((X,), <m, 8) and ((8,)” < *, d) 
is given by an order preserving injection f :  m + fi together with order 
preserving injections f: X, + xfl,,, such that 
[ 1 
<a 
W)=&fbm for all A E U X, . 
Y<M 
So the additional requirement is that coordinates are preserved. Observe 
that partite subgraphs of left-rectified graphs are again left-rectified. 
Extending our previous convention, capital letters F, G, H also denote 
partite a-graphs and the binomial coefficient (E)part denotes the set of all 
partite H-subgraphs of G. 
Note that for crossing graphs G we have that ( g)part = (g) and (&art E 
(,“) in general. We use the Ramsey arrow F +part (G): in its obvious 
meaning, viz., for every r-coloring d : ( L)part + r there exists C? E (&art such 
that A l($Ipart is a constant coloring. 
With respect to forbidden subgraphs we use the following notation: For 
m-partite u-graphs G let Nonsub be the set of all irreducible a-graphs 
H such that (g) = 0. 
PARTITE LEMMA A. Let G and H be left-rectified m-partite u-graphs with 
H being crossing and let r be a positive integer. Then there exists a left- 
rectified m-partite a-graph F satisfying F +part (G),” and, additionally, 
Nonsub = Nonsub( Moreover, every vertex of F belongs to some 
partite G-subgraph. 
Proof of Partite Lemma A. We proceed by induction on m. For m = 1 
the statement reduces to the pigeon hole principle. We prove it for m + 1. 
Let G=((X,),,,+,, 8) and H= (m + 1, %) be (m + 1)-partite left-rec- 
tified a-graphs, where H is crossing, and let r be a positive integer. As G 
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is left-rectified, every vertex x E X, induces an (az, . . . . a,)-graph 8” on m by 
b”(sh(A))=b(A u {x}) for every crossing subset A E Uy,, XV. Let the 
(a 2, .**, a,)-graph Z” be defined analogously. 
A vertex XE X, belongs to some partite H-subgraph if and only if 
Z” = 8’” (without loss of generality we can assume that ( g)part # 0). Say, 
the set {xEX~~~~=~~} has z elements. Let z*=r*(z- l)+ 1. 
By G’ (resp. H’) we denote the left-rectified m-partite subgraphs which 
are spanned by the first m coordinates. 
By induction, then, there exists a left-rectified m-partite a-graph F’ 
satisfying F’ +part (G’)fl: and Nonsub = Nonsub and such that 
every vertex of F’ belongs to some partite G’-subgraph. 
We extend F’ to a left-rectified (m + 1)-partite a-graph by adding a 
largest coordinate as follows: first, we add z* many vertices yO, . . . . y,. _ 1 
each inducing an (az, . . . . a,)-graph 2”; second, we add vertices i for 
xeX,,, with b”#Z” in such a way that every z-element subset of 
y,.~ 1 can be extended to a copy of X,. Recall that we have to 
&i85 an ordered set. We call the resulting graph F and claim that F 
has the desired properties. Obviously Nonsub = Nonsub( as 
Nonsub = Nonsub and all the added vertices induce structures 
which already existed in G. Moreover, every G’-subgraph of F’ extends to 
some G-subgraph of F and also every vertex from the last coordinate 
belongs to some G-subgraph. 
So, finally, let d : ( L)part -+ r be an r-coloring. This induces an rig-color- 
ing A*: ( zI)part + ri* by A*(fi’)=A(fi’~{y~}Ii<z*). Let C’E($)~~~~ be 
monochromatic with respect to A *. This induces an r-coloring of the 
vertices { y,, . . . . yZ. _ 1 } and by choice of z * there exist z many in the 
same color. So extend G with such z vertices plus the corresponding 
i-vertices to a monochromatic G-subgraph, now monochromatic with 
respect to A. 1 
3. *,-AMALGAMATION 
Let F= ((Xv),,,, 9) be a left-rectified m-partite a-graph and let Jcm 
be a nonempty subset. By F, we denote the subgraph of F which is spanned 
by the coordinates Xi, je J. Additionally let G = (( Y,),,J, 9) be a left-rec- 
tified 1 JI-partite u-graph. We define the amalgamation F eJ G of F with G 
along the coordinates Jo J (which, then, again is a left-rectified m-partite a- 
graph) as follows: The subgraph of the amalgamation which is spanned by 
the coordinates je J is precisely G, i.e., (F *J G)J = G. Moreover, every 
FJ E ( zJ) is extended to an m-partite a-graph isomorphic to F and having 
shadow m and, up to intersections in G, these extensions are mutually 
disjoint. Eventually we add edges (as few as possible) to obtain a left- 
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rectified graph. We hesitate to give a formal definition, but rather illustrate 
the construction using a picture. 
F: 
The following two properties are of importance: 
PROPERTY 1. Assume that every vertex of G belongs to some F,-sub- 
graph and that Nonsub( G) = Nonsub( FJ). Then also Nonsub( F) = 
Nonsub( F eJ G). 
Proof of Property 1. By definition, every FJe (F,) extends to some 
FE( F 7 “). By abuse of language we denote by P the F-subgraph of F *J G 
corresponding to FJ E (g). 
We show that for every crossing subset %? of F *J G there exists some 
FJ~ (z,) and there exists a crossing subset S?? of F such that sh(%?) = sh(@) 
and both 9? and @ span isomorphic graphs. We proceed by induction on 
1 %I. For V = Iz/ the assertion holds vacuously. So let V = %?’ u {z} be crossing 
with max %? = z. 
By induction we can assume that %?’ already belongs to some E As every 
vertex of G belongs to some F,subgraph it follows that, in particular, the 
vertex z belongs to F for some FJ E (g). Let 0’ be the corresponding copy 
of V’ belonging to E As the whole graph is left-rectified we conclude that 
z is joined with the vertices in @’ exactly as it is joined with V’. Hence, 
4 = 0’ u (z} has the desired properties. 1 
PROPERTY 2. Let, additionally, H be a IJI-partite crossing a-graph such 
that G +part (F,):. Then for every r-coloring A : ( FzG)paT, + r there exists an 
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pe ( F FIJG Ipart such that all H-subgraphs of P having shadow J are colored the 
same. 
Proof of Property 2. Obvious. 1 
4. PARTITE LEMMA B 
In this section we prove the 
PARTITE LEMMA B. Let G and H be partite left-rectified u-graphs with H 
being crossing and let r be a positive integer. Then there exists a partite left- 
rectified graph F satisfying F +part (C)f. 
Proof of Partite Lemma B. Say, G is m-partite and H is k-partite. 
According to Ramsey’s theorem let n be a positive integer satisfying 
n --, (m):. 
Let F, be a left-rectified n-partite u-graph such that for every JE [n]” 
there exists a G-subgraph in FO having shadow J. Such an FO can be 
obtained straightforwardly by placing the required G-subgraphs vertex 
disjointly and, eventually, adding edges to make it left-rectified. Let (Ji)icq 
be an enumeration of [nlk, the k-element subsets of n, and assume that Fi 
has been constructed. Let FT + part ( (Fi)J,)y, where (F,), denotes the sub- 
graph of F, which is spanned by the coordinates Jo J;. Such an Fi* exists 
by Partite Lemma A. 
Then let Fi+ , = Fi +J, FF. We claim that Fq dpart (C)f-‘. So let 
A: (T&art + r be an r-coloring. 
First, backtracking the construction of F,, F,, . . . . F, and taking into 
account Property 2 of the *,amalgamation there exist an F,-subgraph 
El E (c&m such that d(A)=d(& for all 
sharing the same shadow (i.e., sh(p) = sh(&). 
H-subgraphs fi, BE ($,art 
This induces a coloring A*: [nlk + r by A*(sh A)= A(& for 
fiE mpart. 
By choice of n there exists JE [n]” such that A*l[Jlk is a constant 
coloring and by construction of FO there exists G E ( 2)part with sh(G) = J. 
In particular, then, Al($),,,, is constant, as desired. 1 
Remark. As a corollary, the Partite Lemma B immediately implies the 
restricted Ramsey theorem for u-graphs with respect to 9 = 0. Simply 
recall that every a-graph can be viewed as a crossing partite u-graph 
and crossing graphs are trivially left-rectified. Moreover, if G and H are 
crossing then 
F +part (G): implies F+ (G):, as 
(Xrt = (3 and (Xrt E (3 
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5. PROOF OF THE RESTRICTED RAMSEY THEOREM FOR U-GRAPHS 
Despite of some technical differences the proof follows the pattern of the 
proof of the Partite Lemma B. The Partite Lemma B itself is used in so far 
as the Restricted Ramsey Theorem for % = (25 is needed, compare the 
above remarks. 
Let 8, G, H, and r be as in the theorem. According to the case % = fa 
iet F be an u-graph satisfying P+ (G):. Say, F= (n, 8). 
We construct a left-rectified n-partite u-graph F, = ((X,), <n, %0) as 
follows: for every GE (,“), say, with vertex set JG z n let x&, Jo JG be 
mutually distinct vertices. Then put X, = {x& 1 G E (g)} and define %0 by 
%0(A) = d(sh(A)) for every crossing subset A s u X, 
“<?4 
and 
with max A =x& and satisfying sh(A) s Jb, 
%o(A)=O otherwise. 
In human language: for every i: E (i) the a-graph F. contains a crossing 
G-subgraph having shadow JG, all these G-subgraphs are mutually disjoint 
and, eventually, we add as few edges as possible making F, left-rectified. 
We claim that F, E Forb(%). Assume to the contrary that that F, con- 
tains a crossing subset C spanning an irreducible subgraph isomorphic to 
some member of %. Say, x5 is the largest vertex in C. In particular, for 
each x E C\{x-$} there exists some A c C with {x, x6} E A and %0(,(A) > 0. 
This implies that sh(A) E Jg, hence sh(C) E JG. Then, again by definition 
of %0 the subgraph of F, spanned by C is isomorphic to the subgraph of 
G spanned by sh(C), contradicting that GE Forb(%). 
Now let (Ji)i<q be an enumeration of the vertex sets of H-subgraphs of 
F and assume that Fi E Forb(4) has been constructed. 
Let FF be a left-rectified IJ,I-partite u-graph satisfying FF +part ((Fi),),H, 
Nonsub(F,*) =Nonsub((F,),,) and every vertex of Fi* belongs to some 
(F,),-subgraph. Such an Fi* exists by the Partite Lemma A. Then let 
F,, 1 = Fi eJ, FF. By Property 1 we know that F,, i E Forb(%). In par- 
ticular, F, E Forb(%). We claim that F, + (G):, and this follows again by 
backtracking the construction of F,, F,, . . . . F, taking into account 
Property 2. 
yamely, given d: ( s)part + r &here exists an F0 E (2) such that d(A) = 
A(H) for all H-subgraphs fi, HE ( $‘)part sharing the same shadow. This 
induces an r-coloring A*:(c)-,r by A*(sh(@)=A(@ for AE(~)~~~~. By 
choice of F there exists a monochromatic G E (,“) and, finally, by construc- 
tion of F,, there exists a crossing G-subgraph G, E (2) having shadow JG. 
In particular, AI is a constant coloring. 1 
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